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Webinar AFIDA Conecta - Preguntas y respuestas
1
Sus preguntas pueden
ser escritas en el ícono
azul señalado a
continuación:

2

3

Puede seleccionar a quien envían sus mensajes
o preguntas dando click en la opción “to” y
eligiendo a quien desea enviar su mensaje: a
todos (all), a todos los panelistas (all panelists)
o sólo a un panelista y finalizar con la opción
send al final de la pantalla.

Si no tiene abierta la sección de
chat, los mensajes entrantes
aparecerán temporalmente y
aparecerá un círculo rojo en su
pantalla.

Incertidumbre
• Ciclos de incertidumbre
ü
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Atentados del 11 de Septiembre - 2001
SARS – 2002
Tsunami en Asia - 2004
Crisis económica del 2008
Gripe Porcina – 2009
Ebola - 2014
Brexit 2016 – 2020
Trump 2017 – 2021…
Terremotos en México – 2017
AMLO 2018 – 2024
Coronavirus – COVID-19

• Generación de Hiper-Incertidumbre

Incertidumbre
• Siete áreas en donde se fracturan los
viejos paradigmas:
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Datos
Seguridad
Tiempo
Creatividad
Disrupción
Confianza (En los otros)
Implementación

DATA AND UNCERTAINT Y

Strategy Insight: Share the Pain
At a strategic level, any concerns you have about unreliable data will probably be
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At a tactical level, remember that less useful data leads to mo
This often results in fruitless argument between the parties ab
is more valid. Eventually control is retained by the more powe
effective technique for handling differing opinions is to trade t
terms ‘I will agree to do X if your opinion about a future outcom
but only if you agree to do Y if my opinion proves to be right.’

DATA AND UNCERTAINT Y

approach. Mutual agreement that data is unreliable will shift the tone of your
negotiation. For example, a recent report foresees that all new cars will be electric
by 2025. If you walked into a car showroom tomorrow and tried to use such a
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Top Tactic: Trade Opinions
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This often results in fruitless argument between the parties about whose opinion

Tip: Repeat,
Repeat
• Skill
Repetir,
repetirRepeat,
y repetir.
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Declaración de apertura
Prepare la primera intervención
Para ayudar a:
• Establecer la agenda y el
resultado esperado
• Establecer el estilo de negociación
• Subrayar limitaciones
• Estructurar expectativas

DATA AND UNCERTAINT Y

Strategy Insight: Share the Pain
At a strategic level, any concerns you have about unreliable data will probably be
Seguridad
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shared by your negotiating
partners. Be more productive by adopting a cooperative

At a tactical level, remember that less useful data leads to mo
This often results in fruitless argument between the parties ab
is more valid. Eventually control is retained by the more powe
effective technique for handling differing opinions is to trade t
terms ‘I will agree to do X if your opinion about a future outcom
but only if you agree to do Y if my opinion proves to be right.’

DATA AND UNCERTAINT Y

approach. Mutual agreement that data is unreliable will shift the tone of your
negotiation. For example, a recent report foresees that all new cars will be electric
by 2025. If you walked into a car showroom tomorrow and tried to use such a
prediction to
land a big
discount
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a petrol or diesel car because in 5 years it
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the supporting data, the dealer will have a different view. So, rather than use the
prediction to justify a discount, a better strategy might be to introduce the topic of
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Top Tactic: Trade Opinions

At a tactical level, remember that less useful data leads to more reliance on opinion.
This often results in fruitless argument between the parties about whose opinion
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DATA AND UNCERTAINT Y

Strategy Insight: Share the Pain
At a strategic level, any concerns you have about unreliable data will probably be
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partners. Be more productive by adopting a cooperative

At a tactical level, remember that less useful data leads to mo
This often results in fruitless argument between the parties ab
is more valid. Eventually control is retained by the more powe
effective technique for handling differing opinions is to trade t
terms ‘I will agree to do X if your opinion about a future outcom
but only if you agree to do Y if my opinion proves to be right.’

DATA AND UNCERTAINT Y

approach. Mutual agreement that data is unreliable will shift the tone of your
negotiation. For example, a recent report foresees that all new cars will be electric
by 2025. If you walked into a car showroom tomorrow and tried to use such a
prediction to
land a big
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a petrol or diesel car because in 5 years it
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terms ‘I will agree to do X if your opinion about a future outcome proves to be right,
but only if you agree to do Y if my opinion proves to be right.’
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At a tactical level, remember that less useful data leads to more reliance on opinion.
This often results in fruitless argument between the parties about whose opinion
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Propuestas Alternativas

A
B

C

DATA AND UNCERTAINT Y

Strategy Insight: Share the Pain
At a strategic level, any concerns you have about unreliable data will probably be
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Be more productive by adopting a cooperative

At a tactical level, remember that less useful data leads to mo
This often results in fruitless argument between the parties ab
is more valid. Eventually control is retained by the more powe
effective technique for handling differing opinions is to trade t
terms ‘I will agree to do X if your opinion about a future outcom
but only if you agree to do Y if my opinion proves to be right.’

DATA AND UNCERTAINT Y

approach. Mutual agreement that data is unreliable will shift the tone of your
negotiation. For example, a recent report foresees that all new cars will be electric
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a tactical level, remember that less useful data leads to more reliance on opinion.
This often results in fruitless argument between the parties about whose opinion
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DATA AND UNCERTAINT Y

Strategy Insight: Share the Pain
At a strategic level, any concerns you have about unreliable data will probably be
Disrupción
e partners.
Incertidumbre
shared by your negotiating
Be more productive by adopting a cooperative

At a tactical level, remember that less useful data leads to mo
This often results in fruitless argument between the parties ab
is more valid. Eventually control is retained by the more powe
effective technique for handling differing opinions is to trade t
terms ‘I will agree to do X if your opinion about a future outcom
but only if you agree to do Y if my opinion proves to be right.’

DATA AND UNCERTAINT Y

approach. Mutual agreement that data is unreliable will shift the tone of your
negotiation. For example, a recent report foresees that all new cars will be electric
by 2025. If you walked into a car showroom tomorrow and tried to use such a
prediction to
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a petrol or diesel car because in 5 years it
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the supporting data, the dealer will have a different view. So, rather than use the
prediction to justify a discount, a better strategy might be to introduce the topic of
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Top Tactic: Trade Opinions

At a tactical level, remember that less useful data leads to more reliance on opinion.
This often results in fruitless argument between the parties about whose opinion
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Conclusiones
• Los ciclos de incertidumbre siempre van a
existir.
• Siete áreas para trabajar
Ø Datos
Ø Seguridad
Ø Tiempo
Ø Creatividad
Ø Disrupción
Ø Confianza (En los otros)
Ø Implementación
• Trabajar desde la estrategia, la habilidad y la
táctica.
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